In an earlier paper, we studied the problem of guessing a random vector X within distortion D, and characterized the best attainable exponent E(D; ) of the th moment of the number of required guesses G(X) until the guessing error falls below D. In this paper, we extend these results to a multi-stage, hierarchical guessing model, which allows for a faster search for a codeword vector at the encoder of a rate-distortion codebook. In the two-stage case of this model, if the target distortion level is D 2 , the guesser rst makes guesses w.r.t. (a higher) distortion level D 1 , and then, upon his/her rst success, directs the subsequent guesses to distortion D 2 . As in the above-mentioned earlier paper, we provide a single-letter characterization of the best attainable guessing exponent, which relies heavily on well-known results on the successive re nement problem. We also relate this guessing exponent function to the source coding error exponent function of the two-step coding process.
Introduction
In 1], we studied the basic problem of guessing a random vector w.r.t. a delity criterion.
In particular, for a given information source, a distortion measure d, and distortion level D, this problem is de ned as follows. The source generates a sample vector x = (x 1 ; :::; x N ) of a random N-vector X = (X 1 ; :::; X N ). Then, the guesser, who does not have access to x, provides a sequence of N-vectors (guesses) y 1 ; y 2 ; ::: until the rst success of guessing x within per-letter distortion D, namely, d(x; y i ) ND for some positive integer i. Clearly, for a given list of guesses, this number of guesses i is solely a function of x, denoted by G N (x). The objective of 1] was to characterize the best achievable asymptotic performance and to devise good guessing strategies in the sense of minimizing moments of G N (X). It has been shown in 1] , that for a nite-alphabet, memoryless source P and an additive distortion measure d, the smallest attainable asymptotic exponential growth rate of EfG N (X) g ( > 0) with N, is given by E(D; ) = max P 0 R(D; P 0 ) ? D(P 0 jjP)]; (1) where the maximum w.r.t. P 0 is over the set of all memoryless sources with the same alphabet as P, R(D; P 0 ) is the rate-distortion function o f P 0 w.r.t. distortion measure d at level D, and D(P 0 jjP) is the relative entropy, or the Kullback-Leibler information divergence, between P 0 and P, i.e., the expectation of ln P 0 (X)=P (X)] w.r.t. P 0 .
One of the motivations of the guessing problem in its above described basic form, is that a good guessing strategy tells us how to order the codebook vectors of a rate-distortion block encoder, so as to minimize the typical search e ort until a satisfactory codeword is found. As explained in 1], however, the guessing performance is an indication to the search complexity only under a very simple search model where the codewords are scanned in a xed order, without taking advantage of the full information available from earlier unsuccessful search trials or guesses.
In this paper, we take one step towards the improvement of this search model. This is done by examining families of guessing strategies that are induced by hierarchical, multistage codebook structures, in particular, successive re nement codes (see, e.g., 2]-7]). From the rate-distortion coding point of view, these structures are motivated by progressive transmission applications since they allow for simultaneous operation at more than one point in the rate-distortion plane, sometimes without loss of rate-distortion optimality at either point. From the searching, or guessing aspects considered here, these structures are attractive because they provide considerably more e cient and faster search for the rst codeword that satis es the distortion constraint w.r.t. a given source vector. In the two-stage case of the successive re nement structure, in order to encode a source vector x within a given target per-letter distortion level D 2 , one rst seeks, in a rst-layer codebook, the rst codeword y i within distance ND 1 from x (which is a relatively fast search), and then seeks the rst codeword z ij at the target distance ND 2 from x along a second-layer codebook that corresponds to y i . As a simple example, if the rst-layer code operates at rate-R=2 and each second-layer code is at rate-R=2, then the total rate is R but the number of guesses, or search trials grows exponentially as 2 NR=2 , and not 2 NR which would be the case if the code had only one stage. Analogously to 1], our main result in this paper, is in characterizing the best attainable two-stage guessing exponent for memoryless sources, additive distortion measures, and two given distortion levels. We rst derive a lower bound E 2 First, in source coding applications, which serve as the main motivation for the two-stage guessing problem, it is conceivable that the empirical PMF information is easily accessible to the guesser (or the encoder). Secondly, similarly as in the single-stage case, the validity of E 2 (D 1 ; D 2 ; ) as a lower bound is una ected by knowledge of the type class. For the same reason, this setting still serves as an extension of 1]. Finally, and perhaps most importantly, under this assumption, the guesser has the exibility to choose the rst-layer distortion level D 1 depending on the empirical PMF. This, in general, gives better guessing performance than if D 1 were xed. We also show that the successively re nable case gives the best possible guessing exponent, which can be easily expressed in terms of the singlestage guessing exponent E 1 (D 2 ; ). The achievability of E 2 (D 1 ; D 2 ; ) without knowing the empirical PMF, however, remains an open problem, and we shall elaborate on this later on.
Another aspect of the guessing exponent is its interesting relation to the source coding 3 exponent. In the single-stage setting, the source coding error exponent F 1 (R; D), is de ned as the best exponential decay rate of the probability of failing to encode a source vector X with a rate-R codebook at distortion D. In 1] , it has been shown that the guessing exponent E 1 (D; ) as a function of , and the source coding error exponent F 1 (R; D) as a function of R, are a Fenchel-Legendre transform (FLT) pair. We show that this result extends to the two-stage case merely in a partial manner: The two-stage guessing exponent is lower bounded by the FLT of the two-stage error exponent and vice versa. Finally, a general comment is in order: Although we con ne attention, in this paper, to strategies with two levels of guessing lists, it should be understood that the results extend fairly easily to any xed and nite number of levels, while the concept remains the same. Our exposition is limited to the two-level case for reasons of simplicity.
The outline of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, we de ne notation conventions and provide some background on the problem of interest. Section 3 is devoted to the lower bound on the guessing exponent. In Section 4, we discuss the conditions for the achievability of the lower bound. In Section 5, we focus on the successively re nable case. Section 6 discusses the relation to the two-step source coding error exponent. Finally, Section 7 concludes the paper. Throughout the paper, scalar random variables will be denoted by capital letters while their sample values will be denoted by the respective lower case letters. A similar convention will apply to random N-dimensional vectors and their sample values, which will be denoted by boldface letters. Thus, for example, X will denote a random N-vector (X 1 ; :::; X N ), and x = (x 1 ; :::; x N ) is a speci c vector value in X N . Sources and channels will be denoted generically by capital letters (sometimes indexed by the names of the corresponding random variables), e.g., P, Q XY Z , W, V , etc., where these entities denote the set of (conditional or unconditional) letter probabilities, e.g., P is understood as a vector of letter probabilities fP(x); x 2 Xg. For auxiliary random variables (X; Y; Z) 2 X Y Z, that will be used throughout the sequel, the joint PMF will be denoted by Q XY Z = fQ XY Z (x; y; z); x 2 X; y 2 Y; z 2 Zg. Marginal and conditional PMFs that are derived from Q XY Z will be denoted also by Q with an appropriate subscript, e.g., Q X is the marginal PMF of X, Q ZjXY is the conditional PMF of Z given X and Y , and so on. For N-vectors, the probability of x 2 X N will be denoted by P N (x) = Q N i=1 P(x i ). The probability of an event A X N will be denoted by P N fAg, or by PrfAg whenever there is no room for ambiguity regarding the underlying probability measure. The cardinality of a nite set A will be denoted by jAj. The operator Ef g will denote expectation w.r.t. the underlying source P. Expectation w.r.t. Q XY Z will be denoted by E Q f g.
For a given source vector x 2 X N , the empirical probability mass function (EPMF) is the vector P x = fP x (a); a 2 Xg, where P x (a) = N x (a)=N, N x (a) being the number of occurrences of the letter a in the vector x. The type class T P associated with a given PMF P, is the set of all vectors x 2 X N such that P x = P. For two memoryless sources P and P 0 , let
denote the relative entropy between P 0 and P. 
In 1] we de ned the following terminology for the basic, single-stage guessing problem. We provide here de nitions that are slightly simpler than in 1], but they are equivalent in the nite alphabet case considered here. Let S 1 (y; D) 4 = fx : d 1 (x; y) NDg. De nition 3 The optimum th order single-stage guessing exponent theoretically attainable at distortion level D is de ned, whenever the limit exists, as
where the minimum is taken over all D-admissible guessing strategies, and the subscript`1'
indicates the fact that the class of single-stage guessing strategies is considered.
The main result of 1] is that for a memoryless source, and an additive distortion measure, E 1 (D; ) exists and has a single-letter characterization given by
Note that E 1 (D; ) depends on the source P. However, since the underlying source P is xed, and to avoid cumbersome notation, the dependency of E 1 on P is not denoted explicitly.
We now turn to the two-stage guessing problem, which in its basic form, is de ned as follows. A memoryless source P randomly draws a realization x 2 X N of a random vector X. De nition 5 The guessing function induced by a given admissible two-layer guessing strategy is given by
where G 1 
A Lower Bound
We are now ready to present our main result, which is a single-letter characterization of a lower bound on the best two-stage guessing exponent theoretically attainable. Let d 1 and d 2 be two given distortion measures as above, and let D 1 and D 2 be two given distortion levels, respectively. For a given memoryless source P 0 , let K(D 1 ; D 2 ; P 0 ) = min S maxfI(X; Y ); I(X; ZjY )g; (9) where I(X; ZjY ) is the conditional mutual information between X and Z given Y , and The following theorem tells us that E 2 (D 1 ; D 2 ; ) is a lower bound on the best attainable two-stage guessing exponent.
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Theorem 2 Let 
for every P 0 . Now, let us de ne
and
Intuitively, the functions L 1 (X) = ln G 1 N (X) and L 2 (X) = ln G 2 N (X)+ln G 2 N (X) are (within negligible terms for large N) legitimate code length functions (in nats) for lossless entropy coding of the locations of the guessing codewords, and so, one would expect (R N ; R N + N ; D 1 ; D 2 ) to be`essentially' an achievable quadruple in the sense used in Theorem 1.
However, this theorem cannot be used as is to establish such an argument because it deals with xed-rate coding, without allowing for variable-length entropy coding. Nevertheless, ) . The di erence between this and the construction of an optimal two-stage code is that the optimum PMF Q XY Z that minimizes the guessing exponent maxfI(X; Y ); I(X; ZjY )g might be di erent than the one that minimizes the total coding rate I(X; Y )+I(X; ZjY ) = I(X; Y Z). Thus, guessing words may have, in general, di erent compositions than optimal rate-distortion codewords.
Unfortunately, we were unable to construct a guessing strategy that achieves E 2 (D 1 ; D 2 ; ) without prior knowledge of the EPMF of X. The di culty lies in the fact that the guessing codebooks (at both levels) for di erent EPMF's may partially intersect. Therefore, no matter how the guessing lists for all EPMF's are integrated, there is no guarantee that the rst-layer guessing word y i for a given x, will belong to the guessing codebook that corresponds to the EPMF of x. Consequently, x may not be covered in the second stage guessing list, or may require exponentially more than e NI(X;ZjY ) guesses.
Nevertheless, the assumption of prior knowledge of the EPMF of X is fairly reasonable as explained in the Introduction: First, in source coding applications, which serve as the main motivation for the two-stage guessing problem, it is conceivable that the empirical PMF information is easily accessible to the guesser (or the encoder). Secondly, similarly is asymptotically una ected as long as L N = 1, that is, L N grows subexponentially with N. Thus, an asymptotically optimal solution to this problem would again suggest that each guesser will be responsible for one EPMF as described above, and so, L N (N + 1) jXj?1 . In summary, it will be safe to argue that the lower bound E 2 (D 1 ; D 2 ; ) is achievable provided that we slightly extend the scope of the problem. Furthermore, this assumption of knowing the EPMF has even deeper consequences. It provides the guesser with the exibility to choose the rst-layer distortion level D 1 depending on the EPMF 1 . This in general gives better guessing performance than that can be 1 Furthermore, the rst-level distortion measure d1 may also be subjected to optimization.
achieved if D 1 was xed. Speci cally, if only the target distortion D 2 is speci ed and D 1 is a design parameter subjected to optimization, then in the absence of prior information on P x , the best performance is bounded from below by
On the other hand, if P x is known ahead of time, it is possible to achieve E 2 (D 2 ; ) = max
and clearly, E 2 (D 2 ; ) E 2 (D 2 ; ).
Successively Re nable Sources
Obviously, from the viewpoint of rate-distortion source coding, the best possible situation is when the rate-distortion function can be attained at both distortion levels. A source for which this can be achieved is referred to as a successively re nable source in the literature (see, e.g., 5]). It turns out, as we show in this section, that the successively re nable case in this rate-distortion coding sense, is also the best we can hope for from the viewpoint of guessing. Although this is fairly plausible, it is not quite obvious since the guessing performance criterion is somewhat di erent than that of coding.
To show this, we begin with a simple lower bound on E 2 (D 2 ; ) in terms of the singlestage guessing exponent function E 1 (D 2 ; ).
Lemma 2 For every memoryless source P, E 2 (D 2 ; ) E 1 (D 2 ; 2 ). Discussion: Intuitively, the successively re nable case re ects a situation where for each P x , the guessing complexity is divided evenly between the two levels. More generally, in a k-stage guessing system this would suggest that for a target distortion level D k , the best guessing exponent is E 1 (D k ; =k), which by the convexity of E 1 in 1], cannot be larger than E 1 (D k ; )=k (with strict inequality unless R(D k ; P) = max P R(D k ; P)). Returning to the case k = 2, this means that the e ect of two-stage guessing, in the successively re nable case, is even better than halving the exponent. (29) which means exactly halving the exponent. Thus, the earlier proposed two-stage guessing mechanism has better guessing performance. However, the di erence between the two approaches vanishes as the number of hierarchy levels k grows.
6 Relation to the Two-Stage Source Coding Error Exponent
Consider now a situation where both D 1 and D 2 are speci ed (e.g., good guessing exponents are required at two speci ed distortion levels), and again, the guesser knows in advance the EPMF of X. 
7 Conclusion
We have derived a lower bound on the two-level guessing exponent, and discussed the conditions for its achievability. It has been also shown that the successively re nable case is the ideal case from the viewpoint of guessing as well as coding. Finally, we have shown that the two-level guessing exponent can be lower bounded in terms of the two-level source coding error exponent function with R 2 = 2R 1 Let us consider a two-stage, xed-rate block code for l-vectors that operates as follows: If (x 1 ; :::; x n ) 2 A c l , then the all-zero codeword is assigned at both levels. Else, (x 1 ; :::; x n ) is encoded by codewords that are formed by concatenating the respective guessing words at both levels. Since A l is fully covered by codewords within distortion levels D 1 and D 2 , at both levels respectively, and since, by the weak law of large numbers, the probability of A l under P 0 tends to unity as n ! 1 (while N is kept xed), we have constructed a sequence of xed-rate block codes that satis es eq. (8) .
To estimate the number of codewords (and hence the rate) at the rst level code, we 
